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My name is     Samanda, but you 
could call me Sam. I am a graphic designer based in 
Jakarta who has a big passion for arts and design. 
I am currently focusing on branding, illustration, 
layouts, and photography.

Hello there
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samanda Contact me at
+62811 8070 457
samanda.j@icloud.com

profile
Full Name   Samanda Ratna 
   Janna Samadikun
Date of Birth  09 April 2000
Place of Birth  Perth, Western Australia
Gender   Female
Address  Jl. Martimbang IV No. 7
Instagram  samsamadikun

education
2007-2008
2008-2010
2010-2012
2012-2015
2015-2018
2018-present

Australian Islamic College
Mentari Int’l School Jakarta
Al Jabr Islamic School
Al Binaa Islamic Boarding School
Al Jabr Islamic School
Binus Northumbria University

language
Bahasa Indonesia
English

personal skills
Motivated
Team worker
Attention to detail
Creative
Respectful
Polite
Helpful

software
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Premiere Pro
Adobe Lightroom
Adobe After Effects

interests

Hello! My
name is work experience

January - May 2017

October - December 2018

November 2018 - February 2019

November 2018 - February 2019

January 2019 - March 2020

August - September 2019

August 2019 - January 2020

September - December 2019

July - August 2020

July - September 2020

July 2020 - Present

November 2020 - Present

Teach English to the less fortunate

Creative Division (Decor) at FUSE 2018 Music Festival

Head of Design at Ruang Event Organizer

Creative Division at Teserak (Community Organization)

Vice Head of Creative Division at FUSE 2020 Music Festival

Publication & Documentation Division at FEP 2023 Binus Int’l

Head of Design at BIMUS (Binus Music Society)

Creative Division at DIGIMARK 2019

Volunteer for Grab Akselerator UMKM (Design)

Graphic Designer at Murai Brothers Event Organizer

Graphic Designer at Stritwer Clothing

Intern at Hana Bank

A requirement from school; to provide useful service for the
less fortunate to share knowledge learned in school.

Designing venue decorations such as led light designs and stage
sets to create a more interactive and eye-catching venue.

Designed the logo for the event organizer and designed a Christmas and
New Year’s Dinner for UOB Bank.

Designed Instagram posts and invitations for the organization’s monthly events,
and helped organize each event. 

Brainstorm creative ideas to make the event more eye-catching and interesting,
and came up with ideas on different installations to display around the venue.

Part of publication and documentation team for the freshmen’s 
orientation week.

Designed the new logo for BIMUS, the music club for the students of Binus Int’l,
created posters for the club’s events.

Created posters and Instagram feeds for the event, as well as designed the
backdrop for the event, certificates for the winners, and committee t shirt.  

Designed several logo’s for different local micro businesses (UMKM) and gave 
creative opinions for several other businesses in order to help improve their designs. 

Designed their logo and Instagram feeds, as well as helped design posters 
and feeds for a grand opening event for a coffee shop.

Came up with several logo ideas for the newly launched brand and designed
the graphics for the t shirts being sold by the brand.

Created several videos for the company, both typography based and animation
based, as well as give creative opinions on the company’s existing designs.

Samanda Samadikun // Curriculum Vitae
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10 legendary 
 women 
    in business

Date  January 2020
Category Illustration,
  Layout Design
  Publishing

one

An illustrated book

About the Project

A final project for illustration class. The brief was to 
create an illustrated book about any chosen topic, in 
order to catch the attention of people with its color-
ful and informative illustrations. I chose the title “10 
Legendary Women in Business” in order to showcase 
some of the most incredible women who have fought 
hard to earn their place in a world where men have 
dominated most businesses.

Concept

Using bright and fun colors to capture the personali-
ties of the 10 women mentioned in the book, as well 
as to create an eye-catching and informative book 
that make people want to turn the pages.
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Date  July 2020
Category Layout Design
  Publishing

anatomy of
 saul bass 
     designs

two

A tribute book

About the Project

A final project for typography class. The brief was to 
choose a known typography designer and create a 
tribute book about their journey in graphic design.

Concept

I chose Saul Bass as the designer for my book 
because I admire his works, starting from the movie 
posters, film credits, and his logo’s. I incorporated 
some of his iconic elements from his works into the 
design of my book in order to successfully catch the 
essence of Saul Bass.

Saul Bass has influenced the lives of many, which is 
why I would like to pay tribute to him and his work 
by creating this book in his memory. Hopefully, the 
younger generation can get to know him by flipping 
through this book, and can get inspired by his work 
the way I was inspired.
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the treasury
     of     
     quotes

three

Date  November 2019
Category Layout Design
  Publishing
  Illustration

An illustrated quote book

About the Project

A midterm project for Design Studies class. The brief 
was to create the layout for a book, in which the 
contents of the book may be from an existing book.

Concept

I chose an existing book titled “The Treasury of 
Quotes” written by Jim Rohn and was published in 
1994. The book is filled with quotes about several 
different topics, such as education and motivation.

I chose several of the most strongest quotes in my 
opinion and created an illustrated version of the book 
in order to make it more readable and eye-catching, 
since the original book was just filled with one-font 
texts. I made the book colorful and fun to make the 
youth more interested in reading it.
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10 facts
   about       
        me

four

Date  January 2021
Category Animation
  Illustration

An animated video

About the Project

A final project for 2D animation study class. The 
brief was to choose 10 unique facts about ourselves, 
and later turn into an After Effects animated video. 
The assets were to be created and completed 
on softwares such as Adobe Illustrator, Adobe 
Photoshop, or Procreate. I used Procreate to create 
my designs and later moved them to Photoshop to 
complete and name each layer.

Concept

I wanted to use colors that spoke to me and 
represented me. I used some of my favorite colors to 
color the assets since this video was 10 unique facts 
about me, I wanted the colors to tell a story as well.

From the 10 unique facts, 24 scenes were created in 
order to create a smooth and continuous video. From 
creating the assets to completing the animation, it 
took a total of 3.5 months.
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tarot           
       cards

five

Date  November 2019
Category Illustration

“Theme park” illustrated 
tarot cards

For each tarot card, the illustration had 
to depict the title of the card. As an 
example, the card for The Emperor is an 
illustration of an emperor riding a roller 
coaster, since the theme for this deck 
is theme park. Another example is The 
Chariot card. It shows an illustration of 
a person riding a horse on a merry-go-
round, which resembles the original tarot 
card for The Chariot.

About the Project

The brief was to come up with a theme 
and media to illustrate the major arcana 
tarot cards, 22 in total. The theme I 
chose was ‘theme park’ and the media 
was digital art, created using Procreate 
on the iPad.

Concept

I chose theme park as the theme for my tarot cards 
because it is a place where I would always feel 
happy and colorful inside. I wanted to depict this 
feeling into a tarot card deck so that I would enjoy 
the design process and work on it with passion.
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cidokom        
      farm    
  rebranding

six

Date  November 2020
Category Branding
  Illustration
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About the Project

This was a midterm project for Design Studies class. 
The brief was to create a rebranding for an existing 
company. I chose a vegetable company called 
Cidokom Farm, which belongs to my grandparents. 
Previously, the branding was very weak and did not 
stand out from its competitors.

Solution

Design the logo and packaging that well describes 
the company as a vegetable company that serves 
farm-to-table. Using fun and modern colors to give 
a modern personality, contrasting from its original 
outdated logo.

Goal

Rebranding for Cidokom Farm to make it unique and 
stand out from its competitors. To create a design that 
is eye-catching for people of all ages, and especially  
attracts the attention of the youth of Jakarta.

Original Logo

Color Scheme
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swiss     style    
   infographic   
      poster

seven

Date  June 2020
Category Layouting

Concept

I used the same colors that Armin Hoffman 
would incorporate into his designs, which 
are black, white, and red. These colors 
work very well together which is one of 
the reasons why I chose the Swiss Style. 

We were also asked to design a name 
card while still using the same design 
style as the infographic poster. When 
writing my name ‘Samanda’, I used the 
same style in which Armin Hoffman likes 
to create his posters, in order to capture 
the essence of in my designs.

About the Project

The brief was to create an infographic poster about 
a chosen design era, in which I chose Swiss Style. 
A famous designer from that era is Armin Hoffman. 
His works are very minimalistic yet eye-catching and 
very easy to look at, which is why I chose this era to 
base my infographic poster on.
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menstrual   pad  
     packaging

eight

Date  April 2020
Category Packaging
  

Concept

Pad packaging all over the world is never 
something that someone stresses about and is never 
glamorized. Plastic becomes the usual alternative for 
the exterior, which is not eco-friendly. Packaging for 
pads are also quite messy. The user must rip a part 
of the packaging to then reveal the pads, which is 
not aesthetically pleasing and definitely not efficient. 
A new design that can help save the environment, 
as well as make it easier for people to use is much 
needed for a pad packaging.

The concept for my work is eco-friendly 
and user-friendly pads. The individual 
pad packagings can be opened up and 
used to dispose the used pads, saving the 
environment and saving the hussle to look 
for something to wrap them up in. To avoid 
needing to tear any part of the packaging, I 
created a dispenser-type packaging, where 
you pull a pad out, and the next one falls to 
the bottom, ready for us to take whenever 
we need it.

But not only is it economical and practical, it 
also contains means of social impact to help 
empower one another as a community that is 
familiar with the shame that some of us feel 
when we are on our period.

About the Project

The brief was to create a smart and innovative 
packaging for a product of our choice. The 
packaging had to be unique and compliment 
the product itself in order for people to be 
interested in buying the product, as well as 
impove the overall design and outdated look 
of the original design.
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sore     sore    
    mobile     
      website

nine

Date  July 2020
Category User Interface
  Layouting

About the Project

A user interface mobile website project. The brief 
was to choose any brand that did not have a 
mobile website yet, and our task was to create an 
eye-catching, easy-to-navigate mobile website for 
that chosen brand. The brand I chose was Sore 
Sore, which is a local brand that sells hand drawn 
illustrated bags, pouches, phone cases, and many 
more. I chose this brand because they have a strong 
personality and it would be fun to create a mobile 
website using their iconic designs and colors.

Solutions

Create an eye-catching, easy-to-navigate 
mobile website

Create layouting that is easy to the eye and 
not tiring to navigate.

Problems

Only available for purchase through E-commerce 
such as Tokopedia and Shopee

Website is absent, when having a website can be 
very good for companies.
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#ecaa43

R 236   C 6
G 170   M 36
B 67   Y 85 
    K 0

#79be9a

R 121   C 54
G 190   M 5
B 154   Y 49 
    K 0

#9a75ac

R 154   C 43
G 117   M 60
B 172   Y 5 
    K 0

#496dae

R 73   C 78
G 109   M 58
B 174   Y 4 
    K 0

ACUMIN
Futura

Color Scheme

The colors used in this project are fun colors 
that compliment the brand and their fun 
products.

Typography

The fonts used in this project are Acumin for 
the head and titles, and paired together with 
Futura, an elegant, easy-to-read sans serif 
font that is easy to the eye and a perfect font 
for small screens.

Head

Body
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  photography
       works

ten
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Thank you for 
     reading me
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